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ABSTRACT: A wealth of information is recorded in a protein’s primary sequence, which can be used
to determine its biological function and origin, and provide clues to the mechanisms of degradation.
In contrast to DNA, proteins and their amino acid constituents have demonstrated a wide-spread
presence outside the cell, preserved in the environment. In marine samples, proteins are present as
mixtures from numerous sources in a salty, complex matrix at low concentrations. As a result of these
factors, studies of this nitrogen-based component in the oceans have previously been limited to bulk
elemental and amino acid analyses; these analyses were incapable of providing details regarding
protein sequence, function and source information. Advances in biological mass spectrometry now
allow for the analysis and characterization of the protein component from the marine environment.
Proteomic mass spectrometry is a high-throughput analysis of protein mixtures that does not require
any prior knowledge of the original protein structures in the mixture, making it an ideal technique for
marine studies. Potential marine applications of proteomics include: analyzing organisms cultured
under different nutrient conditions to examine cellular expression and adaptation, profiling the
marine dissolved and particulate organic matter pools to determine source information and understand long-term carbon preservation, and verifying genomic findings with proteomic analyses to
determine which genes are translated and to what extent the protein is expressed. Although some
major advances in marine studies and mass spectrometry have been made, there remains a significant amount of methods development and community education before the full potential of
proteomics is reached.
KEY WORDS: Seawater · Protein · Mass spectrometry · Genomics · Dissolved organic matter ·
DOM · Particulate organic matter · POM
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Many researchers in the marine community focus
their attention on better understanding the cycling and
transfer of carbon in the world’s oceans. The political
and social awareness of global warming is currently a
driving force toward an improved understanding of
this pool of carbon and how it interacts with the atmosphere and influences the world’s climate. As a result,
there is an increasing need for more accurate models
of the cycling and transfer of carbon throughout the
oceans. Historically, oceanographers examined the
carbon pool at the elemental level, analyzing bulk
carbon concentrations, later followed by monomeric
molecular level analysis including carbohydrates
(Hecky 1973, Lyons et al. 1979, Cowie & Hedges 1984),

hydrocarbons (Nissenbaum et al. 1971, Prahl 1985),
lignin (Prahl 1985), and amino acids (King 1974, Lee &
Cronin 1982, Henrichs & Farrington 1987, Lee 1988).
Through more detailed, non-destructive analyses we
can gain additional information on the origin and fate
of these organic molecules. Recent advances and
applications in molecular-level analyses, such as mass
spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
are now being applied to marine samples to gain a
better understanding of size distribution and structures
of the original organic polymeric molecules present
(e.g. Minor et al. 2003, Kujawinskia et al. 2004, Li et al.
2004, Aluwihare et al. 2005).
One of the remaining untapped reservoirs of information is locked up in molecules that are common to
all life and also persist in the environment as discrete
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units: proteins. Unlike the previous polymers analyzed
(e.g. carbohydrates or hydrocarbons), proteins are the
result of a precise arrangement of their monomeric
constituents — amino acids — where the composition
and sequence can be specific to source organisms
and/or cellular function. Proteins comprise most of a
cell’s machinery and have many important functions
including structural integrity, energy transfer, and cellular death. Protein expression is an important indicator of cellular state and can provide information on the
activation of various cellular pathways, while the survival of particular proteins in the marine environment
(e.g. in the dissolved or sedimentary pool) can provide
insight into mechanisms that control the degradation
of organic matter.
Proteins and their precursors, amino acids, are widespread in a variety of marine environments at significant enough concentrations to be considered an important contributor to the carbon and nitrogen pools
(Hedges 1991, Benner et al. 1992, Keil et al. 1994,
McCarthy et al. 1998, Horiuchi et al. 2004) (Fig. 1).
Older protein-identification technologies allowed for
the isolation and sequencing of proteins on a proteinby-protein basis. Because most marine investigators
that are interested in this component of carbon are not
looking for a specific protein, but instead the identification of any and all proteins in the system, the tech-

nology was not compatible with their requirements.
Proteomics is a high-throughput analysis for the rapid
identification of known or unknown protein mixtures
in complex systems. The emergence of proteomics will
allow investigators to sequence and enumerate as
many proteins as possible from the system, and determine if these proteins change as a response to stimuli
or environmental condition. With the improvements in
technology and advancements in proteomics, marine
investigations will now be able to gain greater information by examining these C and N components at a
higher molecular level. Throughout the present study
we discuss several themes and questions that have
been previously approached by marine investigators;
however, with the exception of a few studies (Tanoue
1996, Powell et al. 2005), all prior investigations on the
protein component in the ocean have been limited to
the analysis of amino acids rather than peptides and
proteins. The goals of the present study are to:
(1) introduce proteomic mass spectrometry and clarify
some common misconceptions of data interpretation;
(2) introduce potential applications of proteomics in
the marine field; and (3) provide some ideas on how to
advance the community at the pace of the technology.
Although this technique is in its infancy in the marine
field, it has the ability to provide many clues to the
sources and transformation of carbon in the oceans.

METHODS OF PROTEIN ANALYSIS

Fig. 1. Amino acids contribute a significant fraction of the percentage of organic carbon (OC) and particulate nitrogen (PN)
in plankton (Siezen & Mague 1978, Lee & Cronin 1982, Lee &
Olson 1984, Nguyen & Harvey 1994, 1997, Wakeham et al.
1997, Keil 1999 and references therein), particulates from
sediment traps over a range of depths (Nguyen & Harvey
1994, Wakeham et al. 1997, Keil 1999 and references within),
and in the coastal and deep ocean sediments (Wakeham et al.
1997, Keil 1999 and references therein, Nunn 2004). This,
combined with other experimental evidence, strongly suggests that knowledge of the cycling and preservation of proteins in the marine environment is critical for understanding
the global carbon cycle

Proteins are polymers consisting of a mixture of 20
genetically encoded amino acid monomers. The objective of protein analyses is to determine the order and
number of amino acid residues that are covalently
linked in a linear chain, referred to as the primary
sequence. The primary sequence dictates how the protein is folded locally (secondary structure) and what
form it takes 3-dimensionally (tertiary structure),
which ultimately results in its biological role. The
initial starting point for primary sequence analysis is
to disrupt or denature its 3-dimensional structure,
thereby unfolding the protein to make it more accessible for analysis. Previously, the majority of oceanic
protein analyses involved complete hydrolysis of all
peptide linkages, breaking proteins into the original
amino acid monomers: complex mixtures of proteins
and peptides were chemically hydrolyzed (150°C, 6 N
HCl, 1 h) to amino acids for interpretation (e.g. Cowie
& Hedges 1992, Keil & Kirchman 1993, McCarthy et
al. 1997, Nunn & Keil 2005). As a result, any information that might have been gained pertaining to the
sequence, structure, function or source of the protein
was lost. Advances in biological mass spectrometry
allow for mixtures of proteins to be analyzed from
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more complex matrices and their primary sequences to
be determined, thereby making the technique more
informative to oceanographers.
Proteomic methods can be divided into techniques
that analyze peptide fragments from the proteins,
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referred to as bottom-up protein analysis (Fig. 2), and
those that analyze whole proteins in the mass spectrometer (MS), a top-down protein analysis (Reid &
McLuckey 2002). In the bottom-up approach, proteins
are cleaved into peptides to produce shorter segments

Fig. 2. Bottom-up proteomic project for protein identification from peptides using tandem mass spectrometry (MS). (A) Protein
mixtures or (B) isolated proteins from gel electrophoresis can be sequenced using tandem MS approaches. The individual protein or mixture is first chemically or enzymatically digested into peptides (C). Complex mixture of peptides are then separated
using inline HPLC (D) prior to injection and ionization in the mass spectrometer. As individual peptides (D) elute off the chromatography column they are ionized and analyzed in the first mass spectrometer (E: MS1). Mass to charge (m/z) ratios are measured (E.1), yielding the parent-ion scan. The analyst can then isolate single peptides (e.g. the 3 most intense peaks; E.2) from the
parent-ion scan for fragmentation (F) and sequence determination. Each selected ion from the parent-ion scan is then individually fragmented and sent to the second MS (G: MS2), yielding daughter-ion scans (G.1). Sequence analysis is then performed
using all parent-ion scans (E.2) and their respective daughter-ion scans (G.2). Interpretation of daughter-ion scans for the
purpose of peptide sequencing is described in Fig. 3
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that are more amenable to sequencing in the MS than
whole proteins. Because peptides are unique to specific proteins, peptide tags or short peptide sequences
that are determined experimentally can then be used
to search the databases for the parent protein (e.g.
Powell et al. 2005). Identification of more than 1 peptide unique to a protein is commonly used to infer the
presence of the entire intact protein. As a result, bottom-up analyses excel at protein identification when
combined with database searches. In contrast, the topdown approach analyzes whole proteins in the MS and
can provide complete sequence coverage. The topdown method is therefore best suited for the analysis of
protein modifications such as phosphorylations. Fragmentation of whole proteins (top-down) or peptides
(bottom-up) can be achieved in the MS using one of a
variety of dissociation technologies (e.g. electron capture dissociation). The present study focuses on the
bottom-up approach of peptide sequencing and protein identification.

PEPTIDE SEQUENCING USING TANDEM MASS
SPECTROMETRY
A basic knowledge of the fundamentals of peptide
sequencing by tandem mass spectrometry is essential
for understanding the potential applications for this
technology; a more detailed description can be found
in a number of recent publications (e.g. Fenn et al.
1989, Mann & Wilm 1994). Tandem mass spectrometry
takes advantage of 3 properties of proteins: (1) the
building blocks of proteins are known; (2) proteins can
be cleaved into peptides; and (3) protonated peptides
fragment in a predictable manner, producing product
ion spectra that are reproducible and interpretable.
The most commonly used proteomic method begins
with the isolation of proteins using gel electrophoresis,
followed by excision from the gel and proteolytic
digestion of the protein using an enzyme, typically
trypsin (Fig. 2A–C). The resulting peptides are then
extracted and separated using reversed-phase highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Fig. 2D),
ionized, and the parent ion mass to charge (m /z) ratios
are measured in the MS (Fig. 2E). An individual
peptide parent ion can then be selected and isolated
for fragmentation in the MS (Fig. 2F); the resulting m /z
ratio values of the fragmented parent ions are measured, yielding a tandem mass spectrum (Fig. 2G). This
ion isolation process is critical because it ensures that
the fragment ions are from the selected parent ion,
making this method extremely well suited to the analysis of complex mixtures.
In the positive ion mode, basic amino acid residues in
the peptides are protonated. Frequently, tryptic pep-

tides are doubly charged (+ 2) because both the aminoterminus (N-terminus) and the basic residue at the
caboxy-terminus (C-terminus) are positively charged.
The proton associated with the N-terminus in solution
is mobile in the gas phase, allowing it to migrate along
the peptide backbone and directing fragmentation to
the adjacent amide bond. When fragmentation occurs
at an amide bond, fragmentation ions that contain the
N-terminal residue are called b-ions, whereas fragmentation ions that contain the C-terminal residue are
referred to as y-ions. Fragmentation of a + 2 parent ion
typically results in a b- and y-ion that are each singly
charged. Different members of the peptide ion population will typically break at different amide bonds,
yielding b- and y-ion series (Fig. 3). The mass differences between singly charged ions that are contiguous
in the series correspond to the amino acid residue
masses; additionally, the residue order is encoded in
the mass ladder (Fig. 3).
A single HPLC-MS run can produce thousands of
spectra, making automated data filtering and interpretation a requirement (Hirosawa et al. 1993, Perkins
et al. 1999). Automated analysis is typically achieved
by comparing the experimentally obtained fragment
ion spectra, with theoretical spectra mathematically
predicted from the sequences in both genomic and
protein databases. To perform correlative database
sequence searching, the analyst typically provides the
software with 3 pieces of information: the organism’s
full proteome (or genome for translation), the enzyme
that was used for the digestion, and any chemical
modifications or adducts that might be present (methylation, Na+ adducts, etc.). Using scoring algorithms to
rank the spectra, the software then returns a list of proteins, with their respective peptides identified, a final
percent of protein sequenced, a correlation score, and
HTML-links to the individual peptides’ spectra for
direct scrutiny. Since database correlation routines
always return a match, proper filtering and manual
verification are required to maintain reliability. For
automated correlative database protein identifications,
an important point of emphasis is that the interrogated
protein or peptide sequence must be in the database in
order for it to be properly identified. However, if the
fragment-ion series is complete enough for a given
peptide, the amino acid sequence can be mathematically interpreted directly from the tandem MS spectrum, either manually or using computerized algorithms (see Fig. 3). This ability to perform protein
sequencing without depending on any prior knowledge of the amino acid sequence (de novo sequencing)
is critical for environmental samples such as seawater,
because only a small fraction of the contributing
organisms’ genomes have been sequenced (Powell et
al. 2005). De novo sequencing programs are currently
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Fig. 3. How to de novo sequence a mass-to-charge daughter-ion spectra produced from the fragmentation of a tryptic peptide
using tandem mass spectrometry (parent ion m/z = 1916 Da). Amino acid sequence of the original peptide denoted by amino acid
single letter codes — amino-terminus is lysine (K), carboxy-terminus is arginine (R) — is indicated in the top-right corner. The
b-ions (black) include all ions produced during fragmentation that retained the amino terminus (e.g. KQ, KQV, KQVY, etc.). The
y-ion series (grey) consist of all ions produced during fragmentation that retained the carboxy-terminus (e.g. RGIP, RGIP, RGIPQ,
etc.). The daughter-ion spectra is a plot of the m/z ratio of each ion produced during the fragmentation of the parent peptide and
their relative abundance (y-axis). Mass differences between ions in the spectra are indicative of monoisotopic amino acid residue
masses (e.g. b14 to b13 = 97 Da: Proline-P; b13 to b12 = 128 Da: Glutamine-Q). Dashed black lines indicate mass differences between
b-ion series with the respective amino acid in the center of the line, and grey dashed lines with arrows are the mass differences
between the y-ion series with their respective amino acids in the center of the line. Not all ions in both series need to be present
to decipher the original amino acid sequence of the peptide

available and use scoring routines with similar caveats
to database correlation programs.
For either approach it is important to note that the
quality of the data is a major factor in the reliability and
confidence of the sequences obtained. All aspects of
sample preparation, separation and MS analysis can
affect the data quality. Mass spectrometers that provide higher mass accuracy, resolving power, and signal-to-noise ratios produce higher quality data that
will provide greater data reliability.

APPLICATIONS FOR MARINE PROTEOMICS
Current work in marine proteomics can be divided
into 2 broad areas: the recovery and analysis of proteins from the marine environment, and the analysis of
proteins from cultured organisms. Characterization of
proteins directly from seawater can be used to determine the structures of proteins that are resistant to
degradation and accumulate to detectable levels. The
isolation and characterization of proteins from marine

samples, such as seawater, porewater, particulates,
and sediments, will greatly improve our understanding
of the sources and mechanisms that control the cycling
and long-term preservation of organic matter. For
years the marine community has been limited to the
examination of amino acids; full characterization of
proteins from marine samples will provide a description of dissolved organic matter (DOM) components at
the molecular level. Through the sequencing of these
proteins and peptides, we can potentially gain information about the presence or past existence of an
organism in a sample and the original function of the
protein. We can also identify specific protein families,
domains or themes preferentially preserved or any
chemical modifications or adductions that might have
enhanced the proteins’ preservation. Through the
combination of all these analyses we can greatly
exceed previous elemental-level investigations by providing clues to what environmental conditions might
encourage or discourage long-term preservation of
carbon and nitrogen within the ocean. In a more
directed strategy, specific proteins have been injected
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into sediments and their degradation followed as a
function of time (Nunn et al. 2003). These studies have
shown that the model proteins used degrade rapidly, in
the order of weeks.
Cultures of marine plankton can be used to determine what proteins from their genome are expressed
and the relative levels at which these proteins are
excreted, or released, into the surrounding environment. Since an organism’s expressed proteome is
dynamic, cellular protein expression changes as a
function of environmental conditions. As a result, proteomics allows investigators to determine how organisms are able to biochemically cope and respond to
varying environmental stresses. For example, proteins
excreted from an organism into the surrounding
medium could have one of numerous functions, including organism-to-organism communication or signaling
(e.g. Wisniewska et al. 2003), or as an aid in the digestion or acquisition of nutrients, or as a microbial deterrent (e.g. Thomas et al. 2004). Isolating and sequencing these excreted proteins can inform us as to how the
organisms biochemically manage and respond to their
surroundings. In many parts of the world’s oceans, different nutrients are in high demand as a result of being
present at very dilute concentrations. A wide variety of
organisms have adapted to these nutrient-deplete conditions and grow opportunistically when conditions
are favorable. Thus, a long-standing question in the
marine community concerns how these organisms are
able to sequester the required nutrients from such
dilute conditions. In many cases these questions can be
answered using differential quantitative proteomics on
organisms grown in culture with and without specific
nutrients.
Controlled studies of cultured marine organisms can
also improve our understanding of which peptidelinked molecules are most likely to contribute to the
dissolved and particulate organic matter pools. Both
relative protein expression levels and resulting protein
products after extensive degradation can be analyzed
and potentially quantified. Studies such as these may
also provide information on relative resistance of different proteins to degradation, allowing for their selective
enrichment and providing clues on long-term preservation (e.g. Nunn et al. 2003, Squier & Harvey 2006). Further insight into which degradation processes are most
important may also be gained by controlled exposure of
proteins to different enzymes, bacteria, light, or abiotic
reactants. Using protein mass spectrometry, sequences
and relative quantities of resulting peptide endproducts can be obtained (Nunn et al. 2003, Peers &
Price 2006). These types of experiments can provide the
foundation for understanding which protein components comprise the recalcitrant dissolved and particulate organic matter pools in the ocean.

USING PROTEOMICS TO COMPLEMENT
GENOMIC FINDINGS IN MARINE ECOSYSTEMS
In the past decade, ocean-based genomics has begun
to explore the diversity, cellular evolution and adaptive
abilities of marine organisms. Although this has provided the community with the beginnings of a database
of microbial and eukaryotic blueprints, it does not necessarily translate into biochemical expression or phenotype. Genomics demonstrates which genes are shared,
but proteomics can show clearer relationships by illustrating functional similarities and phenotypic variances.
Through the use of pure genome sequences, open reading frames (ORFs) can be predicted, but they cannot be
used to determine if or when transcription takes place or
to what degree a protein is expressed. Proteomics can
provide the researcher with more than the hypothetical
cellular scenario. With a well-designed experiment,
investigators can examine the conditions under which
a protein is expressed (Nilsson & Davidson 2000,
Kislinger & Emili 2003), its cellular location (Dunkley et
al. 2004), the relative quantities (Yao et al. 2001, Molloy
et al. 2005), and what protein–protein interactions take
place (Giot et al. 2003, Schweitzer et al. 2003).
Because the ocean is one of the most dynamic environments in which organisms live, the success of a species
depends on its ability to rapidly adapt to varying light,
temperature and nutrient sources. Close examination of
the genomes of oceanic microbes has already demonstrated that many of these organisms have the blueprints
for diverse suites of organic and inorganic nitrogen and
carbon transporters (Palenik et al. 2003, Armbrust et al.
2004). Proteomics can clarify if and to what extent various pathways are utilized, which environmental triggers
act on the system, and relative protein-level response
times. Additional information on protein expression
levels in combination with gene expression will help
investigators to clarify phylogenetic roots and possibly endosymbiotic events by highlighting dormant
pseudo-genes, protein-level amino acid migrations, and
mutations (Coin & Durbin 2004, Jaffe et al. 2004, Wirth et
al. 2005). Through the use of proteomics, we may be able
to simplify ocean-wide genomic investigations that are
attempting to decipher evolutionary changes from
ancestral cells. For example, instead of a broad-based
survey of oceanic genomes, we can narrow the focus to
a few directed analyses of proteins involved in specific
biochemical pathways (Bibby et al. 2001, Strzepek &
Harrison 2004, Peers & Price 2006).

THE FUTURE OF MARINE PROTEOMICS
If proteomic technology is beyond its tenth year
(Wasinger et al. 1995), why is it that the marine field is
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only recently beginning to use it as a tool to answer
some of the community’s questions? For many environmental investigators, molecular-level analyses have
been impractical. The 3 primary reasons why the
marine science field has taken so long to adopt the
new technology are instrument availability, financial
resources, and availability of trained personnel.
Excluding the proteomic investigation of cultured
marine organisms, environmental protein analysts
must contend with mixtures of proteins present at very
low concentrations combined with complex matrices
and relatively unknown sources. Prior to the recent
investigation where large volumes (~100 l) of water
were ultrafiltered to permit mass spectrometric characterization of the dissolved proteins (Powell et al. 2005),
all previous investigations of this C and N pool involved amino acid hydrolysis and derivitization (Wakeham & Lee 1989, Cowie & Hedges 1992, McCarthy et
al. 1997) as a means to circumvent low analyte concentrations present in high levels of contaminants. As
proteomic technology is quickly being adopted by a
number of different laboratories to investigate a wide
variety of biological questions, rapid innovations and
advances are being made to improve detection limits,
sensitivity, and contaminant tolerance.
General improvements in the proteomics field are
taking place, but because marine applications are in
their infancy and it is such a specialized niche, there
must first be substantial advances in the development
of new methods. To analyze dissolved, exuded, preserved or particulate protein fractions from the ocean,
samples must be collected (e.g. using sediment traps,
large volumes of water, cultured organisms), extracted
(e.g. chemically), de-contaminated (e.g. via chromatography, other chemical separation), isolated, or concentrated (e.g. via ultrafiltration, chemical precipitation, dialysis). MS techniques and instrumentation
must then be optimized and a rigorous method for data
analysis must be developed (e.g. de novo analysis,
sequence homology searches) and validated (i.e. molecular weight or isoelectric point verification, immunoassays, or MS identification of synthetic peptides). To
date, one of the primary limits for large-scale proteomic analyses is the lack of a marine genomic or
proteomic database to search. In short, to finalize
organism-level proteomic projects, there is a need
for complete marine genomes. Several authors have
addressed the complexity of this task because of the
difficulty in isolating and culturing marine microbes
(Beja 2004, Falkowski & de Vargas 2004, Hess 2004,
Venter et al. 2004). Another obstacle that must be overcome before the completion of marine proteomics projects is the lack of facilities dedicated to large environmental protein discovery projects (not medical use).
Typically only small projects are tackled as ‘pet pro-

jects’ by proteomic facilities and investigators, and
often there is neither sufficient time nor instrumental
resources to adequately develop techniques and identify marine proteins. This situation strongly implies the
need to encourage funding for larger collaborative
groups that include investigators not typically involved
in the marine or oceanographic community.
In order to investigate some of the larger marine proteomics questions or to complement marine genomes
with proteomes, funding for environmental research
will need to increase. An efficient proteomics facility
typically requires several qualified, full-time technical
staff to work together as a team to complete full annotations. The technical support includes people trained
in wet-laboratory chemical preparations, protein chromatography, methods development, and instrumental
optimization and maintenance, in addition to IT staff.
Unlike the genomics field, there are to date no large
proteomics facilities partially dedicated to helping
answer environmental questions (e.g. Joint Genome
Institute, California, USA). Focusing the funding on a
few environmental proteomic centers may alleviate
this problem and allow marine investigators to continue to explore and collect ancillary data from all over
the world’s oceans. The available funding also plays a
role in the skilled personnel available for completing
marine proteomics-based projects. Many students,
doctorates, or staff trained in proteomic mass spectrometry can be easily enticed to migrate to the life sciences divisions where funding is higher, jobs are more
prevalent, and resources are seemingly unlimited relative to environmental research. In order for marine
proteomics to flourish, trained personnel will need to
be recruited, and an awareness of the importance of
solving global environmental questions must become
a priority for both government and community.

CONCLUSIONS
Moving beyond the analysis of elemental concentrations and amino acids is the next step toward advancing the science of marine organic chemistry. Because
proteins are an intricate arrangement of 20 amino
acids, each one can be specific to both a function and a
source. Recent advancements in the field of biological
mass spectrometry now provide an avenue through
which to analyze the proteomics of different marine
systems. A recent study by Powell et al. (2005) demonstrated how this high-throughput analysis allowed
them to investigate the DOM pool without the need for
specialized techniques that only identify expected targets (e.g. enzyme assays, antibody assays, fluorescent
tags). As a discovery driven science, proteomics allows
users to identify complete unknowns without missing
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unanticipated interactions. This dramatically improves
the range of applications within the marine field for
which this technique can be employed. However, because the marine field consists of such diverse environments and matrices in which these proteins reside
(e.g. phytoplankton, sediment, hydrothermal vents), a
great amount of methods development remains to be
completed.
After sufficient methods development and general
cataloguing of marine proteomes has occurred, biogeochemists will better be able to model the evolution
and cycling of carbon pools within the ocean. We can
begin to survey how different marine organisms’ proteomes adapt to dynamic nutrient conditions, and
which proteins are expressed in the cell, released
into the environment, and passed between trophic levels. This information will provide great insight into
which proteins are preserved in the environment and
whether chemical modifications play a role in their
ultimate preservation. The culmination of numerous
marine proteomic studies has the potential to allow
global-carbon investigators to model how marine
organisms will respond to future anthropogenic perturbations and release proteins into the environment
for long-term preservation. Integrating these techniques into the marine field is the next logical step to
advancing oceanic environmental research.
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